
Stephen  Burega  on  Romios
Gold’s Recent Strides Forward
in  High-Grade  Copper
Exploration in Nevada
written by InvestorNews | March 11, 2024
In this InvestorNews interview, host Peter Clausi sits down with
Stephen Burega, President, CEO, and Director of Romios Gold
Resources  Inc.,  (TSXV:  RG  |  OTCQB:  RMIOF)  to  discuss  the
company’s latest exploration achievements. Highlighted in a news
release on October 12, 2023, Romios has made significant strides
in Nevada by discovering a high-grade copper boulder train at
its  Kinkaid  project  within  the  Walker  Lane  trend.  This
discovery, coupled with the identification of possible porphyry-
type alterations, led to the staking of sixteen new claims. The
exploration uncovered nine mineralized boulders showing copper
values averaging 5.03% Cu and noteworthy gold values, suggesting
a sizeable mineralized system just waiting to be fully explored.
Under the guidance of John Biczok, VP of Exploration, Romios is
poised to further investigate these new and existing claims
through detailed mapping and sampling.

The  company’s  exploration  strategy,  as  Burega  detailed  to
Clausi, focuses on leveraging Romios’ expertise to tap into
underexplored areas, showcasing the efficiency and potential of
its Nevada projects. With over 25 targets now identified on the
Kinkaid  property,  every  expedition  uncovers  new  potential,
underscoring Romios’ commitment to cost-effective and impactful
exploration. This relentless pursuit of discovery highlights the
significant  prospects  and  exciting  future  that  Romios  Gold
Resources Inc. faces in its quest to unearth valuable copper,
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gold, and silver resources.

To access the complete interview, click here

Don’t  miss  other  InvestorNews  interviews.  Subscribe  to  the
InvestorNews YouTube channel by clicking here

About Romios Gold Resources Inc.
Romios Gold Resources Inc. is a progressive Canadian mineral
exploration  company  engaged  in  precious-  and  base-metal
exploration, focused primarily on gold, copper and silver. It
has a 100% interest in the Lundmark-Akow Lake Au-Cu property
plus  4  additional  claim  blocks  in  northwestern  Ontario  and
extensive claim holdings covering several significant porphyry
copper-gold  prospects  in  the  “Golden  Triangle”  of  British
Columbia. Additional interests include the Kinkaid claims in
Nevada  covering  numerous  Au-Ag-Cu  workings,  and  two  former
producers: the Scossa mine property (Nevada) which is a former
high-grade  gold  producer  and  the  La  Corne  molybdenum  mine
property (Quebec). The Company retains an ongoing interest in
several properties including a 20% carried interest in five of
Honey Badger Mining’s claim blocks in the Thunder Bay silver
district of northwestern Ontario; a 2% NSR on McEwen Mining’s
Hislop gold property in Ontario; a 2% NSR on Enduro Metals’
Newmont Lake Au-Cu-Ag property in BC, and the Company has signed
a  definitive  agreement  with  Copperhead  Resources  Inc.
(“Copperhead”) whereby Copperhead can acquire a 75% ownership
interest in Romios’ Red Line Property in BC.

To learn more about Romios Gold Resources Inc., click here

Disclaimer: Romios Gold Resources Inc. is an advertorial member
of InvestorNews Inc.

This  interview,  which  was  produced  by  InvestorNews  Inc.
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(“InvestorNews”),  does  not  contain,  nor  does  it  purport  to
contain, a summary of all material information concerning the
Company,  including  important  disclosure  and  risk  factors
associated with the Company, its business and an investment in
its  securities.  InvestorNews  offers  no  representations  or
warranties  that  any  of  the  information  contained  in  this
interview is accurate or complete.

This interview and any transcriptions or reproductions thereof
(collectively, this “presentation”) does not constitute, or form
part of, any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any
solicitation  of  any  offer  to  subscribe  for  or  purchase  any
securities in the Company. The information in this presentation
is provided for informational purposes only and may be subject
to  updating,  completion  or  revision,  and  except  as  may  be
required by applicable securities laws, the Company disclaims
any intent or obligation to update any information herein. This
presentation may contain “forward-looking statements” within the
meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation. Forward-
looking statements are based on the opinions and assumptions of
the management of the Company as of the date made. They are
inherently susceptible to uncertainty and other factors that
could  cause  actual  events/results  to  differ  materially  from
these  forward-looking  statements.  Additional  risks  and
uncertainties, including those that the Company does not know
about  now  or  that  it  currently  deems  immaterial,  may  also
adversely  affect  the  Company’s  business  or  any  investment
therein.

Any  projections  given  are  principally  intended  for  use  as
objectives and are not intended, and should not be taken, as
assurances that the projected results will be obtained by the
Company. The assumptions used may not prove to be accurate and a
potential  decline  in  the  Company’s  financial  condition  or
results of operations may negatively impact the value of its



securities. This presentation should not be considered as the
giving  of  investment  advice  by  the  Company  or  any  of  its
directors, officers, agents, employees or advisors. Each person
to whom this presentation is made available must make its own
independent  assessment  of  the  Company  after  making  such
investigations  and  taking  such  advice  as  may  be  deemed
necessary.  Prospective  investors  are  urged  to  review  the
Company’s profile on SedarPlus.ca and to carry out independent
investigations in order to determine their interest in investing
in the Company.

Peter Moore of Sierra Nevada
Gold  Discusses  Drilling  for
Gold and Copper in Nevada
written by InvestorNews | March 11, 2024
In this InvestorIntel interview during PDAC 2023, Tracy Weslosky
talks with Peter Moore, Executive Chairman of Sierra Nevada Gold
Inc. (ASX: SNX), about the Company’s five projects in Nevada (1
copper-gold porphyry and 4 high-grade gold projects). Sierra
Nevada Gold is a US-based company that was listed on the ASX in
Australia in May 2022.

Peter mentions that the Company has already invested $15 million
in developing the projects and assembling the land positions.
Last year, they drilled 4 of the 5 projects, including the
Warrior Project, with some “good results” and the drilling will
continue this year.
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To access the full InvestorIntel interview, click here.

Subscribe to the InvestorIntel YouTube channel by clicking here.

About Sierra Nevada Gold Inc.
Sierra  Nevada  Gold  (SNX)  is  a  listed  ASX  company  actively
engaged in the exploration and acquisition of precious and base
metal  projects  in  the  highly  prospective  mineral  trends  in
Nevada, USA since 2011. The Company is exploring five 100%-
controlled projects in Nevada, comprising four gold and silver
projects  and  a  large  copper/gold  porphyry  project,  all
representing  significant  discovery  opportunities  for  the
company.

To learn more about Sierra Nevada Gold Inc., click here.

Disclaimer: This interview, which was produced by InvestorIntel
Corp., (IIC), does not contain, nor does it purport to contain,
a  summary  of  all  the  material  information  concerning  the
“Company” being interviewed. IIC offers no representations or
warranties  that  any  of  the  information  contained  in  this
interview is accurate or complete.

This  presentation  may  contain  “forward-looking  statements”
within  the  meaning  of  applicable  Canadian  securities
legislation.  Forward-looking  statements  are  based  on  the
opinions and assumptions of the management of the Company as of
the date made. They are inherently susceptible to uncertainty
and other factors that could cause actual events/results to
differ  materially  from  these  forward-looking  statements.
Additional risks and uncertainties, including those that the
Company does not know about now or that it currently deems
immaterial, may also adversely affect the Company’s business or
any investment therein.
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Any  projections  given  are  principally  intended  for  use  as
objectives and are not intended, and should not be taken, as
assurances that the projected results will be obtained by the
Company. The assumptions used may not prove to be accurate and a
potential  decline  in  the  Company’s  financial  condition  or
results of operations may negatively impact the value of its
securities.  Prospective  investors  are  urged  to  review  the
Company’s profile on Sedar.com and to carry out independent
investigations in order to determine their interest in investing
in the Company.

If  you  have  any  questions  surrounding  the  content  of  this
interview, please contact us at +1 416 792 8228 and/or email us
direct at info@investorintel.com.

Westward  Gold  is  looking
forward to success in Nevada
written by InvestorNews | March 11, 2024
Often when I write about a gold company, I like to take a look
at  the  underlying  commodity  price  and  sometimes  comment  on
support and resistance levels, and on whether I think there’s
more upside or downside in the actual price of gold. However,
the overall volatility in the market, and the gut feeling that
things might be a little different this time make me wonder if
I’d just be setting myself up to fail. Typically, gold can be
considered a safe haven trade in times of uncertainty, which I
think  we’d  all  agree  summarizes  the  situation  the  world
presently finds itself in. Signals from the U.S. Federal Reserve
that they may not be as aggressive out of the gates with raising
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interest rates could also be somewhat beneficial for the price
of gold, unless money floods into the U.S. dollar as another
safe haven trade. Looking at the chart, the move in gold prices
over the last 2 weeks looks promising having decisively broken
through the $1,850-$1,875 level with $1,950 looking like the
next challenging threshold. With that said, I have no idea where
it goes next given that macro events could cause gold’s price to
move dramatically in either direction depending on what happens
in the coming days and weeks.

Now that I’ve firmly placed myself on the fence when it comes to
gold prices, let’s have a look at a producer that appears to
have a far clearer path ahead of itself than does the underlying
commodity. Westward Gold Inc. (CSE: WG) is a mineral exploration
company focused on developing the Toiyabe, Turquoise Canyon, and
East Saddle Projects located in the Cortez Hills area of Nevada.
They’ve assembled a 3,830-hectare land package in the heart of
Nevada’s Battle Mountain -Eureka Gold Trend, one of the most
prospective  mining  districts  in  the  world,  approximately  10
kilometers southwest of Barrick Gold Corp.’s Cortez Hills mine
and adjacent to Barrick’s past producing Toiyabe-Saddle Mine.

Source: Westward Gold Inc. Corporate Presentation

The Toiyabe project is the most advanced of the three given that
when the Company acquired the asset it also assumed control of a
storage facility near Reno, Nevada, which housed legacy core and
chip samples collected by previous operators. Through its data
compilation  and  inventory  efforts,  the  Company  identified
approximately 9,000 feet (2,750 meters) of diamond drill core
and  30,000  feet  (9,150  meters)  of  reverse  circulation  chip
samples that had been well maintained in storage. A historic
estimate of indicated gold resource of 173,562 ounces at 1.2
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grams per tonne was identified but a qualified person has not
yet done sufficient work to classify the historical estimate as
a  current  mineral  resource.  This  tremendous  starting  point
allowed  Westward  to  confirm  near-surface  and  at-depth
mineralization in several holes and using modern exploration
methods (exploration activities at the Toiyabe Property date
back to 1964) led the Company to an advanced understanding of
Carlin-style host rocks.

This has provided the basis for an upcoming Phase I drilling
campaign to test extensions of the historical resource, a new
Toiyabe  Hills  Fault  Zone,  and  the  geological  thesis  of  the
expansion potential at depth (only 16% of historic drill holes
at Toiyabe reached beyond 180 meters). Westward just closed an
oversubscribed financing that raised C$2.5 million to fund the
estimated 4,000-meter drill program. This money should go a long
way, given that a lot of the anomalies and targets are at or
near surface.

The adjacent Turquoise Canyon project, acquired on June 16,
2021, through the acquisition of Momentum Minerals Ltd., has yet
to  see  any  drilling.  Turquoise  Canyon  shares  its  western
boundary  with  the  Toiyabe  Project,  and  shares  many  of  its
structural  features,  surface  geochemical  anomalies,  and
favorable  stratigraphy  continuous  from  Toiyabe’s  historical
resource. One can infer blue-sky potential from any success in
the Phase I drilling program. The recently staked East Saddle
property,  to  the  South,  has  no  visible  surface  disturbance
(drill  roads,  pads,  etc.)  suggesting  this  asset  is  also
historically  underexplored.

Similar to the price of gold, I have no idea where the stock
price of Westward Gold is headed. However, there is a much
clearer timeline with the upcoming drill campaign and additional
fieldwork. And if the Company has correctly interpreted the
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Roberts Mountains Thrust onto the under/unexplored properties to
the East and South of Toiyabe, investors could see some exciting
times ahead for the current C$8.7 million market cap stock.

Stephen Burega of Romios Gold
Resources discusses new claims
in Ontario and Nevada
written by InvestorNews | March 11, 2024
In a recent InvestorIntel interview, Chris Thompson spoke with
Stephen Burega, President of Romios Gold Resources Inc. (TSXV:
RG | OTCQB: RMIOF) about receiving the final C$1 million cash
payment  from  Enduro  Metals  and  about  acquiring  140  claims
immediately along the strike from Newmont’s giant Musselwhite
gold mine in Ontario.

In this InvestorIntel interview, which may also be viewed on
YouTube (click here to subscribe to the InvestorIntel Channel),
Stephen  Burega  provided  an  update  on  the  acquisition  of
significant gold-silver-copper prospects in Nevada on which they
have already identified over a dozen targets. He went on to
explain how Romios Gold has been able to identify low-cost and
interesting acquisition targets with potential upsides in both
Ontario and Nevada.

To watch the full interview, click here

About Romios Gold Resources Inc.

Romios Gold Resources Inc. is a progressive Canadian mineral
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exploration  company  engaged  in  precious-  and  base-metal
exploration, focused primarily on gold, copper and silver. It
has a 100% interest in the Lundmark-Akow Lake Au-Cu property and
4 additional claim blocks in northwestern Ontario and extensive
claim holdings covering several significant porphyry copper-gold
prospects  in  the  “Golden  Triangle”  of  British  Columbia.
Additional interests include two former producers, the La Corne
molybdenum  mine  property  (Quebec),  a  former  high-grade  gold
producer – the Scossa mine property (Nevada), and the Kinkaid
Nevada claims covering numerous Au-Ag-Cu workings. The Company
also retains an ongoing interest in several properties including
a 20% carried interest in five of Honey Badger Mining’s claim
blocks  in  the  Thunder  Bay  silver  district  of  northwestern
Ontario; a 2% NSR on McEwen Mining’s Hislop gold property in
Ontario; and a 2% NSR on the Newmont Lake Au-Cu-Ag property in
BC now owned by Enduro Metals Corp.

To learn more about Romios Gold Resources Inc., click here.

Disclaimer: Romios Gold Resources Inc. is an advertorial member
of InvestorIntel Corp.

This  interview,  which  was  produced  by  InvestorIntel  Corp.,
(IIC), does not contain, nor does it purport to contain, a
summary of all the material information concerning the “Company”
being interviewed. IIC offers no representations or warranties
that  any  of  the  information  contained  in  this  interview  is
accurate or complete.

This  presentation  may  contain  “forward-looking  statements”
within  the  meaning  of  applicable  Canadian  securities
legislation.  Forward-looking  statements  are  based  on  the
opinions and assumptions of the management of the Company as of
the date made. They are inherently susceptible to uncertainty
and other factors that could cause actual events/results to
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differ  materially  from  these  forward-looking  statements.
Additional risks and uncertainties, including those that the
Company does not know about now or that it currently deems
immaterial, may also adversely affect the Company’s business or
any investment therein.

Any  projections  given  are  principally  intended  for  use  as
objectives and are not intended, and should not be taken, as
assurances that the projected results will be obtained by the
Company. The assumptions used may not prove to be accurate and a
potential  decline  in  the  Company’s  financial  condition  or
results of operations may negatively impact the value of its
securities.  Prospective  investors  are  urged  to  review  the
Company’s profile on Sedar.com and to carry out independent
investigations in order to determine their interest in investing
in the Company.

If  you  have  any  questions  surrounding  the  content  of  this
interview, please contact us at +1 416 792 8228 and/or email us
direct at info@investorintel.com.

Stephen  Burega  on  Romios
Gold’s  109  claims  over
numerous historic gold, silver
and copper prospects in Nevada
written by InvestorNews | March 11, 2024
In a recent InvestorIntel interview, Tracy Weslosky spoke with
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Stephen Burega, President of Romios Gold Resources Inc. (TSXV:
RG | OTCQB: RMIOF) about Romios’ recent news release on the
acquisition  of  significant  gold-silver-copper  prospects  in
Nevada.

In this InvestorIntel interview, which may also be viewed on
YouTube (click here to subscribe to the InvestorIntel Channel),
Stephen Buriga went on to say that the newly acquired Kinkaid
claims pair very well with Romios’ past producing Scossa Gold
Property in Nevada, where they intersected 180g/t gold in 2006.
He also provided an update on Romios’ major land positions in
British Columbia’s Golden Triangle and in other world-class,
stable mining districts in Canada in the vicinity of existing
mines and deposits, owned or operated by major mining companies.

To watch the full interview, click here

About Romios Gold Resources Inc.

Romios Gold Resources Inc. is a progressive Canadian mineral
exploration  company  engaged  in  precious-  and  base-metal
exploration, focused primarily on gold, copper and silver. It
has  a  100%  interest  in  the  Lundmark-Akow  Lake  gold-copper
property in northwestern Ontario and extensive claim holdings
covering several significant porphyry copper-gold prospects in
the “Golden Triangle” of British Columbia. Additional interests
include  two  former  producers,  the  La  Corne  molybdenum  mine
property (Quebec) and a former high-grade gold producer, the
Scossa  mine  property  (Nevada).  The  Company  also  retains  an
ongoing interest in several properties including a 20% carried
interest in five claim blocks in the Thunder Bay silver district
of northwestern Ontario and a 2% NSR on the Hislop gold property
in Ontario.

To learn more about Romios Gold Resources Inc., click here.
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Disclaimer: Romios Gold Resources Inc. is an advertorial member
of InvestorIntel Corp.

This  interview,  which  was  produced  by  InvestorIntel  Corp.,
(IIC), does not contain, nor does it purport to contain, a
summary of all the material information concerning the “Company”
being interviewed. IIC offers no representations or warranties
that  any  of  the  information  contained  in  this  interview  is
accurate or complete.

This  presentation  may  contain  “forward-looking  statements”
within  the  meaning  of  applicable  Canadian  securities
legislation.  Forward-looking  statements  are  based  on  the
opinions and assumptions of the management of the Company as of
the date made. They are inherently susceptible to uncertainty
and other factors that could cause actual events/results to
differ  materially  from  these  forward-looking  statements.
Additional risks and uncertainties, including those that the
Company does not know about now or that it currently deems
immaterial, may also adversely affect the Company’s business or
any investment therein.

Any  projections  given  are  principally  intended  for  use  as
objectives and are not intended, and should not be taken, as
assurances that the projected results will be obtained by the
Company. The assumptions used may not prove to be accurate and a
potential  decline  in  the  Company’s  financial  condition  or
results of operations may negatively impact the value of its
securities.  Prospective  investors  are  urged  to  review  the
Company’s profile on Sedar.com and to carry out independent
investigations in order to determine their interest in investing
in the Company.

If  you  have  any  questions  surrounding  the  content  of  this
interview, please contact us at +1 416 792 8228 and/or email us
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direct at info@investorintel.com.

Westward Gold’s survey results
focus on its Nevada Properties
written by InvestorNews | March 11, 2024
The gold price has been creeping higher lately without getting
much attention and is currently at US$1,857/oz. Perhaps the
passing and signing today of the US$1 trillion infrastructure
deal will help gold rise even higher as US government spending
continues, and the US Federal Reserve prints countless more US
dollars to fund it. Certainly, it appears that US interest rates
may be on hold until after the Fed taper ends around July 2022.
All of this remains very positive for gold.

Westward Gold Inc. (CSE: WG) (formerly IM Exploration Inc.) is a
junior gold exploration venture with two Nevada gold exploration
properties,  as  well  as  an  Ontario  graphite-gold  exploration
property. The Nevada properties are located along the Battle
Mountain–Eureka Gold Trend, one of the most prospective gold
mining districts in the world. The two adjacent properties sit a
short distance away from some of Barrick Gold’s and Nevada Gold
Mines’ largest mines and deposits.

Westward Gold’s two adjacent properties in Nevada are near large
gold  mines  and  deposits  including  Cortez,  Cortez  Hills,
Pipeline,  Goldrush,  and  Four  Mile

Source: Westward Gold company presentation
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Westward Gold’s two Nevada gold projects are:

Toiyabe  Gold  Project  (earning  into  a  100%  ownership
position) – An advanced stage exploration project covering
1,340  hectares  with  past  drilling,  active  permits  in
place, and a historic Resource of 173koz of gold at 1.2g/t
(not yet to be relied upon). The historic Courtney Zone
resource  is  largely  hosted  in  mineralized  structures
between 15-75m from the surface.
Turquoise Canyon Project (earning into a 100% ownership
position) – A greenfield property of 1,530 hectares with
geological  characteristics  trending  from  the  adjacent
Toiyabe Project. There has been no drilling to date but
there  has  been  anomalous  gold  found  in  soil  samples.
Surface  expression  of  the  Roberts  Mountain  Thrust  and
surface  geochemical  anomalies  coincide  with  gravity
anomalies indicating mineralization at depth.

Westward Gold also has a 90% earn-in interest on the Mulloy
Project,  a  graphite  and  gold  exploration  property  of  1,328
hectares in Ontario, Canada. Past drilling at the Project has
intercepted 16.9m of 0.67g/t Au, 0.7m of 1.54 g/t Au, 1.5m of
1.22 g/t Au, and 1.2m of 3.33 g/t.

Latest news and results at the Toiyabe and Turquoise Canyon gold
projects in Nevada

In news just released last week, Westward Gold announced results
of their hyperspectral core imaging and airborne hyperspectral
survey campaigns at the Toiyabe and Turquoise Canyon Projects.
Westward Gold stated:

“The  initial  results  of  the  two  surveys  confirm  a  large
hydrothermal footprint at Toiyabe, resulting in alteration of
favorable  host  rocks,  predominantly  the  Wenban  and  Roberts
Mountains Formations. These formations are also important hosts
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at many nearby large-scale gold mines and deposits, including
Pipeline, South Pipeline, Crossroads, Cortez Pits, and Cortez
Hills. The recent hyperspectral data builds upon the legacy
data….The newly-identified and quantified alteration will aid as
a pathfinder to mineralization, allowing Westward to optimize
future  drill  targets  and  potentially  expand  upon  previous
significant  intercepts.  The  Company  is  in  the  process  of
planning its inaugural drill campaign for the first half of
2022.”

Note: The legacy data includes the historical Resource of 173koz
of gold at 1.2g/t at Toiyabe.

Regarding the airborne hyperspectral survey, a total area of ~35
square  kilometers  was  processed,  including  both  Toiyabe  and
Turquoise Canyon, and surrounding land. Westward Gold stated:

“The airborne survey has identified alteration minerals along
the  surface  expression  of  structures,  indicating  these
structures likely acted as fluid conduits similar in nature to
those observed in the Toiyabe drill core……The distribution of
alteration minerals seen on the surface at Turquoise Canyon
confirms  previously-inferred  structures,  and  is  spatially
associated with anomalous gold, silver, arsenic, lead, and zinc
in soil.”

Next steps

Westward Gold only acquired (via earn in options) their two new
Nevada properties in April and June of this year. The results
reported last week from hyperspectral surveys (both core samples
and airborne survey) are now being assembled together to build a
3D model of the Toiyabe and Turquoise Canyon properties. When
completed, the model will provide the first 3D visualization of
surface and subsurface data at the projects. Results so far look
reasonably positive especially the large hydrothermal footprint.

https://investornews.wpengine.com/markets/gold-silver-base-metals/gold-precious-metals-news/westward-gold-provides-update-on-results-of-nevada-hyperspectral-surveys/


This is all leading up to determine the best drill targets for a
H1 2022 drill campaign.

Westward Gold investment highlights

Source: Westward Gold company presentation

Closing remarks

Nevada is well known globally as a top-tier gold location, and
in  2018  Nevada  produced  5.58  million  troy  ounces  of  gold,
representing  78%  of  US  gold  and  5.0%  of  the  world’s  gold
production.

Westward Gold trades on a market cap of only C$7.6 million,
which means if they make a good size gold discovery in 2022 the
stock can potentially move many times higher. Risk for early-
stage miners is high,so investors need to invest cautiously. All
indicators and the past results are looking good, so stay tuned
over the next year to see what Westward Gold can discover in
Nevada, and perhaps also in Ontario.

Prophecy  Development’s  John
Lee on the Gibellini Vanadium
Project in Nevada
written by InvestorNews | March 11, 2024
March 28, 2018 – “They are very eager to advance this project
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forward. In fact the state of Nevada at the PDAC conference in
Toronto just a week ago had the Gibellini project front and
center  on  the  first  page  of  their  brochure.”  states  John
Lee, CEO and Chairman of Prophecy Development Corp. (TSX: PCY |
OTCQX:  PRPCF),  in  an  interview  with  InvestorIntel’s  Peter
Clausi.

Peter Clausi: Last time we chatted I think was in December. 

John Lee: Around that timeframe; 3 or 4 months ago, yes. 

Peter Clausi: A lot has happened to the project since. First we
should remind our viewers it is a vanadium project. You have
three of them, but we are really talking about one of them. It
is in the lovely mining friendly state of Nevada. It has some
advanced permitting on it from prior owners.   

John Lee: That is correct Peter.

Peter Clausi: Tell us, what is the project called?

John Lee: The project’s name is Gibellini. It is located just
about 20 miles south of Eureka in the southern Battle Mountain
region in northeastern Nevada.

Peter Clausi: Right. You have Battle Mountain, Florida Canyon,
Mill City is that way.

John Lee: It is close to everywhere, but not too close to
nowhere. It is a 5-hour drive from Vegas, 3-hour drive from Reno
and 5-hour drive from Salt Lake City. I just recently made a
trip there. I traveled from all those three different locations
getting to the property.

Peter Clausi: What is happening at the project now?

John Lee: Peter when we last talked the project really has 4

http://bit.ly/2U6wWsp


competitive  differentiators.  The  project  is  ideally  located.
According to the Fraser Institute it is one of the best places
to do mining investments in North America. That has not changed.

Peter Clausi: Nevada it is a great jurisdiction.

John Lee: Yes. The price of vanadium has gone up 40% since
January. Any addition to that is thanks to Donald Trump’s tax
policy. The corporate tax rate has dropped from 35% to 21%. The
project  has  a  feasibility  study  that  was  prepared  by  the
previous  operator  and  which  we  would  expect  to  announce  a
revision. The numbers so far look very, very promising. You have
a lower tax rate and higher metal prices that bode very well for
the project going forward. Not to mention, I think the other
thing  is  on  the  permitting,  the  previous  operator  also  did
extensive baseline studies. Nevada, even though it is mining
friendly,  but  the  permitting  aspect  is  not  for  the  faint
hearted. We had a huge leg up in that baseline studies and plan
of  operation  had  been  submitted  and  deemed  accepted  by  the
Bureau of Land and Management. I was just in Nevada. We sat down
with these guys. They are very eager to advance this project
forward. In fact the state of Nevada at the PDAC conference in
Toronto just a week ago had the Gibellini project front and
center on the first page of their brochure. We felt like the
permitting side is also making some advances as well as the
feasibility study, which we are looking to publish a revision
very soon within the next 30 days.

Peter Clausi: You had some pretty good news come out today. It
is the kind of news that some people will overlook and fail to
understand why it is so important. Tell us about that.

John Lee: Even though there is doldrums in this metals market we
generated a bit good volume. This morning we announced the news
of  our  technical  partnership  with  a  company  called  NWME,



Northwest  Nonferrous  Mining  Company…to  access  the  complete
interview, click here

Disclaimer: Prophecy Development Corp. is an advertorial member
of InvestorIntel Corp.

https://youtu.be/-gw_L9FOvf0

